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superconductors Yl~Cu3~-a and B~Sr2CalC~08' Irradiation with 3
MeV protons created point-like defects and energetic Sn-ions (580 MeV)
created line-like defects. We studied the magnetization M(T,H,t) versus
temperature T, time t, and field Hie-axis and obtained the effective vortex
pinning energy Uea(J,T) as a function of persistent current density 1. For
point-lilcedefects, collective pioning (CP) theory provides that Uea(J,T) =
(U.,I,,)((1oc11)"-I]; the characteristic exponent" has values of In, 3/2 and
7/9 at progressively lower I-values. Experimental values of" in proton-
irradiated YBCO track this predicted dependence fairly well: as 1 decreases
from its maximum accessible value, " increases, passes through a peak with
" - 1.6 at intermediate 1'5, then trends to values" = (0.7 :I: 0.2) at low
1. These experimental results clearly support the CP theory. Other studies
of correlated disorder (linear defects) test recent theory, which predicts
"entropy weakening" of the pinning potential at higher temperatures.

-Managed by Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc. under contract DE-
AC05-840R21400 for the U.S. Dept. of Energy.
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821 9 Flux Pinnin~ by Artificial Pins in Sine:le Micron-Size
Filament of NbTi.* X.S. Ling, J.D. McCambridge, D.E.
Prober, Yale University, L.R. Motowidlo, B.A. Zeitlin,1QC
Advanced Superconductors. --NbTi alloy is important for
many applications. The present commercial process for
creating pinning centers in NbTi wire uses a- Ti precipitates

.produced by thermal frocessing. The use of the artificial
pinningcenters (APC) is an alternateapproach. We report
results of measurementson single micron-sizef1lamentsof
APC wire. The issues of proximity-effectand the pinning
summation problem in these structures will be discussed.
Thin-f1lmanalogsof theAPe structurearealsobeingstudied.
.Supported by Conn.DepLof EconomicDevelopment,Grant
#92G036and by IntermagneticsGeneralCorporation.
lL.R. Motowidlo,B.A. Zeitlin, M.S. Walker and P. Haldar,
App.Phys.Lett.21.,991 (1992).
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82110 Flux line Pinnina bv Competina Disorder..T.
HWA* and D. R. NELSON, Harvard University. V. ty1.
VINOKUR. Aroonne National Laboratory.--
Localization of flux lines by columnar defects is
investigated in the presence of point disorder. A 1+1
dimensional model is analyzed in some detail. When
point disorder is weak, the glass transition is found
to be of the Bose glass type. The Bose glass phase
itself is marginally' unstable to point defects, but
only beyond an astronomically large crossover scale.
Correlated disorder is always irrelevant when point.
disorder is very strong. The Bose glass transition is.
also studied in a small transverse magnetic field. .
Critical exponents for th.e' 'commensurate-.
incommensurate transition which occurs in this case
are derived using scaling arguments.
* Supported by NSF through the I-iarvard Materials
Research Laboratory an~ Grants No. DMR-91-15491
and DMR-91-06237.
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822 1 Fractional constant voltave steps in parallel arrays of
Josephson iunctions E. A. EARLY, A. F. CLARK, and R. L.

Vol. 38, No.1 (1993) 836 Vol..

,. .1j)
STEINER,HISL K. CHAR,Conductus Inc. - In single losephse-
junctions. the ac Josephson effect produces integrally quanti '

constant voltage steps. With junctions in parallel, addition
fractional constant voltage steps can also be present. We hav,
extended the model of a previous studyl to include the effects()~
various parameters, such as the number of junctions, th,
inductances, and the normalized frequency, on the dependenCe
these constant voltage steps on magnetic field and microwavePo
We have observed fractional steps in certain bi-epitaxial
boundary high-Tc:junctions, and an extensive comparison'ol
results of simulations with expe~ental results indicate that . .
grain boundary junctions are composed of multiple junctions
parallel""

lC. Vannesteet aI., 1. Appl. Phys. 64, 242 (1989).
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8222

of Parallel Hi~h 15 Josephson Junction AtT:\~.. 1. H. MlLLER,1R!,z. ZOU, S. CH U, G. H. GUNARATNE, M. F. DAVIS, H:':
RAMPERSAD, and 1. C. WOLFE, Texas Center for Sup1!
conductivity. Universitv of Houston Houston TX 77204-5932,,,
We have characterized the magnetic field-dependence of the tou
critical current of one-dimensional l~sephson junction arrays [l]~
consistingof many YBa2Cu3<>7_xbi-crystalgrain boundaryjunctionS
in parallel. Dramatichystereticbehavioris observedin plotsof critiCal:
currentvs. field.withpronounced"satellite"peaksbeingobseni,
during reverse sweeps of the magnetic field. The observedhystereti,
behavioris interpretedin tenns of a novelcriticalstatemodel.based&
the Frenkel-Kontorova Hamihonian. In the critical state, a plot 6
trappedflu1tper loop vs. position formsa "staircase,"where theheigl!..
of each stepis equal to U c, whereL is the self inductanceof each I~
and leis tht criticalcurrentof eachjunction. :~"'"~'"
[1] 1. H. Miller, lr., G. H. Gunaratne, J. Huang, andT.
Golding, Appl. Phys. Leu. 59, 3330 (1991).,;~
.Supported by the State of Texas through the Texas Center, fL
Superconductivity, the Robert A. Welch Foundation, and the Arm'
ResearchOffice.
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ix~nr~~modes of the Josephson "cell" 2*2 under f ~,,:'
total current are investigated both numerical~
and analytically.It is shown'that the dynamica
characteristics of the "cell" appreciablydift
from the ana~ogous ones of single JOsephson~ju
ction. Namely, three essentially differen'
generation regimes depending on the t~tal,
current value , have been observed ;-~~the
correlation with the corresponding section~of'
the voltage-current characteristicshas been~a~
certained.The distinctive signal modulation was
observed for the first time in the high curren~
region 1>(1') ,I is the criticalcurrentio

, c I .. x c I . .."
the i-th contact (1<i<4 ). It is found that t!\e",
modulation frequency w.' .being essentiallY lo~er~
than the average generation frequency,. decrease~

with current :' w ;...,I-t. The features observed.. .. . .~"'~

can be explained qualitatively on the basis~o~~~
simple analytical model for 2*2 cell. ' .
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8224 Dimensional crossover in SNSCNb-Au-Nbl
Josechson iunction arravs. Y.Jun, K.Ravindran,
D.B.MAST,and R.S.Newrock. Phvsics Decartment~ ~
Universitv 2f-Cincinnati. Dimensional
crossover effects between two-dimensions and.


